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An intramolecular theory of the mass-independent isotope effect
for ozone. I.
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An intramolecular theory of the unusual mass-independent isotope effect for ozone formation and
dissociation is described. The experiments include the enrichment factor, its dependence on the
ambient pressure, the ratio of the formation rates of symmetric and asymmetric ozone isotopomers,
the enrichment of ozone formed from heavily enriched oxygen isotopes, the comparison of that
enrichment to that when the heavy isotopes are present in trace amounts, the isotopic exchange rate
constant, and the large mass-dependent effect when individual rate constants are measured, in
contrast with the mass-independent effect observed for scrambled mixtures. To explain the results
it is suggested that apart from the usual symmetry number ratio of a factor of 2, the asymmetric
ozone isotopomers have a larger density of reactive~coupled! quantum states, compared with that
for the symmetric isotopomers~about 10%!, due to being more ‘‘RRKM-like’’~Rice–Ramsperger–
Kessel–Marcus!: Symmetry restricts the number of intramolecular resonances and coupling terms in
the Hamiltonian which are responsible for making the motion increasingly chaotic and, thereby,
increasingly statistical. As a result the behavior occurs regardless of whether the nuclei are bosons
(16O,18O) or fermions (17O). Two alternative mechanisms are also considered, one invoking
excited electronic states and the other invoking symmetry control in the entrance channel.
Arguments against each are given. An expression is given relating the mass-independent rates of the
scrambled systems to the mass-dependent rates of the unscrambled ones, and the role played by a
partitioning term in the latter is described. Different definitions for the enrichment factor for heavily
enriched isotopic systems are also considered. In the present paper attention is focused on setting up
theoretical expressions and discussing relationships. They provide a basis for future detailed
calculations. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~99!01433-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since its discovery in the oxygen in meteorites in 1971

and in the laboratory in 1983,2 mass-independent isotop
enrichment has been the subject of numerous studies. T
studies, and others related to enrichment, have been ma
ozone in the atmosphere,3–12 the laboratory,13–35 in other
molecules,28,36–39and in ions.40–43 In this unusual effect in a
chemical reaction, the enrichment or depletion of two is
topes relative to that of a third is equal. In the very comm
and well known mass-dependent effect, the enrichmentd is,
instead, proportional to the mass differenceDm for the iso-
topic substitution, and thus the normal mass-dependent
tive enrichment for17O and 18O, denoted by17d/18d for
ozone, would be1

2, instead of unity.44–46

A number of authors have suggested symmetry, or
cited electronic states, among others, as possible caus
the effect.2,29,36,40,41,47–49For example, trace amounts of17O
or 18O, an isotope denoted by Q, have in common that t
alone can form the asymmetric molecule QOO, in addition
the symmetric one OQO, whereas the reaction of16O with
32O2 can only form a symmetric species, OOO. It is n
merely that QOO has a symmetry number of one, wh
OOO and OQO have symmetry numbers of two, since s
statistical factors are tacitly accounted for in the stand

a!Electronic mail: ram@caltech.edu
4080021-9606/99/111(9)/4087/14/$15.00
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literature definition ofd. What is involved, instead, is a dif
ference in the behavior of OOO and OQO, compared w
QOO, which is beyond a mere difference in symmetry nu
ber. The latter point has been occasionally overlooked in
literature, whenever it was assumed that the symmetry n
ber of two can be used as a source of the enrichmentd.50

For the photodissociation of ozone the current expe
mental results are not definitive as to the extent of the ma
dependent vs mass-independent effect and we do not dis
them here. Further, if no long-lived vibrationally excite
ozone occurs in the photodissociation, the reaction mec
nism would differ dynamically from that considered in th
present paper.

There are a variety of experimental results which sho
be explained: First is the surprising existence of the eff
itself. Again, the effect vanishes at higher pressures of
ambient gas or when the role of surfaces is presumed to
important.16 At the higher pressures the effect is replaced
a small mass-dependent depletion of the heavier isoto
instead of the mass-independent enrichment. These ‘‘hig
pressures’’ are somewhat below the pressures where
‘‘third-body’’ fall-off behavior occurs for ozone formation o
dissociation.51 The mass-independent isotope effect also
creases with decreasing temperature.20 Again, the difference
R between the observed ratio of QOO/OQO~studied for
Q518O! and its statistical value of two is nonzero. A seco
7 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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item considered here is the possible relation betweenR
andd.

Almost all the studies on the mass-independent isot
effect have been with the isotopes17O and18O being present
in trace amounts. However, there have been several stu
with heavy enrichment in the two isotopes: In a study
substantially enriched but scrambled oxygen mixtures
16O, 17O, and18O, certain symmetry effects stand out: Th
most enriched asymmetric ozone isotopomer formed is
one containing all three isotopes 16, 17, and 18, followed
those which have two atoms of one isotope and one
another.20,23 The two ozone molecules consisting of only
single isotope show, instead, relative to16O16O16O a small
mass-dependent depletion. The enrichment~depletion! of
17O17O17O is intermediate between that of18O18O18O and
16O16O16O, even though the17O nuclei are fermions and th
16O and 18O are bosons. The experiments with scramb
mixtures also show that among the six possible isotopic
ichiometric compositionsijj of molecules formed (iÞ j ) the
enrichments were not exactly equal, but showed some sc
well beyond the experimental errors of 1%.23 They showed,
nevertheless, on the average about2

3 of the enrichment of tha
for the ijk molecule wherei, j , andk are all different.

These studies may be contrasted with those made
heavily enriched but unscrambled mixtures of oxygen.
systematic study of selected reaction pairs showed a m
dependent trend.21,22 One aim in the present paper is to s
how the observed mass-independent behavior of
scrambled mixtures may be consistent with the behavio
the unscrambled ones.

In addition to the mass-independent effect observed
the formation of ozone from the reaction of oxygen m
ecules with oxygen atoms~formed usually by photolysis13–23

but alternatively by pulse radiolysis27 or an electric2,20,29 or
microwave30–32discharge!, it has also been observed for th
thermal decomposition of ozone.33–35 Interestingly enough,
the thermal dissociation of ozone yields an enrichment of
heavier isotopes, while the formation of ozone also yie
this enrichment. That is, in both directions there is enri
ment. It might be suggested that two different phenom
are involved. The two experiments do differ in that the d
sociation involves a thermal~collisional! activation step of
the ozone, while the recombination involves the recombi
tion as the ‘‘activation step.’’ To anticipate the results, it w
be seen nevertheless that a single mechanism suffices
that the thermal dissociation results may be complicated
was indicated by the authors of that work, by surfa
effects.35

In the present article we address these and related q
tions. The principal idea in this paper is to use RRK
theory, and in particular to use its statistical assumption
the quantum states of the energetic molecule, as the ze
order approximation. We then treat a correction to the d
sity of statesr of the symmetric molecule as a small pertu
bation, ;10 % in the present instance. The reason
distinguishing between ther’s of symmetric and asymmetri
molecules in this respect is described in Sec. V.

The RRKM recombination and dissociation rate co
Downloaded 22 Aug 2001 to 160.91.76.229. Redistribution subject to A
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stants, for the case of only one entrance–exit channel, ca
written as52–58

krec5v(
JK

E
E50

` z~EJK!N†~EJK!

~N†/hr!1v

e2E/kBTdE

hQ~1,2! , ~1.1!

kdiss5ve2DU/kBT(
JK

E
E50

` z~EJK!N†~EJK!

~N†/hr!1v

e2E/kBTdE

hQ~3! ,

~1.2!

whereJ is the total angular momentum,K is any approxi-
mately conserved quantum number along the reaction c
dinate, and there may be noK, N†(EJK) is the number of
quantum states of the transition state,z depends onEJK and
equals unity when the system can surmount the barrier,
cluding the zero-point energy of the transition state, and
zero otherwise,r is the density of reactive quantum states
the energetic molecule,v is a deactivation collision fre-
quency, DU is the change of potential energy for th
triatom̃ atom1diatom reaction, andQ(1,2) andQ(3) are the
partition functions of the atom–diatom pair and the triatom
molecule, respectively, each in the center-of-mass system
coordinates. EachQ contains the zero-point energy of th
reacting pair or the dissociating molecule.

Nowadays in RRKM theory the position of the microc
nonical transition state is frequently determined variatio
ally. The rotations in the reacting pair become hindered
tations in the transition state and become bending vibrati
in the molecule ~and vice versa for unimolecula
dissociation!.55–63This effect contributes to the effective ba
rier of the forward and the reverse reaction, and thez in the
integrand is zero unless the total barrier is overcome. T
transition state is determined whereN†(EJK), as a function
of a suitable reaction coordinate, is a minimum, i.e., occ
at an entropic bottleneck in a microcanonical system. Fi
ing the most suitable reaction coordinate~and then the posi-
tion of the transition state along it! has been an interestin
problem addressed in recent years for activationless bi
lecular recombination reactions and for the reverse unim
lecular dissociations.59

The density of statesr and its possible difference fo
symmetric and asymmetric molecules, apart from the us
symmetry number, and how that difference is expected
depend on pressure at pressures far lower than the ‘‘fall
region’’ in the unimolecular reaction, will be a particula
theme in the present paper, as will the difference in beha
of the scrambled and unscrambled mixtures. At these p
sures, thev term in the denominator can be neglected, a
these equations become

krec5v(
JK

E
E50

`

zre2E/kBTdE/Q~1,2!, ~1.3!

kdiss5ve2DU/kBT(
JK

E
E50

`

zre2E/kBTdE/Q~3!. ~1.4!

In Eqs. ~1.1! and ~1.2! a single deactivation collision
frequencyv was used. Actually, the deactivation can be e
ergy dependent, and so an expression which allows for
dependence and which, correspondingly, is more com
cated than Eqs.~1.1! and ~1.2! is sometimes used.54–56,64–69

However, at low pressures it reduces, in effect, to Eqs.~1.3!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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4089J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 9, 1 September 1999 The mass-independent isotope effect for ozone. I.
and ~1.4!, where v is now the deactivation collision fre
quency for energetic molecules whose energy is just ab
the threshold energy.64–66

For Eqs.~1.1! and ~1.2! there is only one entrance–ex
channel. However, for the reactions in this paper, there
two exit channelsa and b, as in QOO*˜Q1O2 and
QOO*˜QO1O, where Q denotes an17O or 18O isotope,
and the asterisk denotes a vibrationally excited molecule
this case, it is shown in Appendix A how the equations
modified: If Na

† andNb
† denote the number of quantum stat

of the transition state in each exit channel, one obtains E
~1.5!–~1.9!, instead of Eqs.~1.1!–~1.4!, for the reaction lead-
ing to or coming from channela.

krec
a 5v(

JK
E

0

` Na
†e2E/kBT

v1~Na
†1Nb

†!/hr

dE

hQa
~1,2! , ~1.5!

whereQa
(1,2) is the partition function for the reactants in th

initial channela.
The rate constant for dissociation into channela is

kdiss
a 5ve2DU/kBT(

JK
E

0

` Na
†e2E/kBT

v1~Na
†1Nb

†!/hr

dE

hQ~3! . ~1.6!

Whenv˜0, thekrec
a andkdiss

a become

krec
a 5v(

JK
E

E50

`

Ya
†re2E/kBTdE/Qa

~1,2! , ~v˜0! ~1.7!

and

kdiss
a 5ve2DU/kBT(

JK
E

E50

`

Ya
†re2E/kBTdE/Q~3!, ~v˜0!,

~1.8!

where

Ya
†5Na

†/~Na
†1Nb

†!. ~1.9!

Whenv˜` in Eq. ~1.5!, we have, instead

krec
a,`5(

JK
E

E50

`

Na
†e2E/kBTdE/hQa

~1,2! . ~1.10!

In these equations it is understood in the integral–sum
the integrand–summand is zero unless the respective ba
is exceeded, namely, such thatNa

† is equal to or greater tha
unity, orNb

† is greater than or equal to unity in the case of t
second channel. That is, theNa

† in the numerator of Eqs
~1.5!–~1.8! and~1.10! also plays the role played byz in Eqs.
~1.1!–~1.4!, and so thez is omitted in Eqs.~1.5!–~1.8! and
~1.10!.

When both exit channels yield indistinguishable pro
ucts,Ya

† equals1
2 exactly and this factor can be absorbed in

r and regarded as a symmetry number. Accordingly,rOOO,
rOQO, and r j i j in the subsequent sections will contain th
factor of 1

2 as a conventional symmetry number 2. We allo
later for the possibility of non-RRKM behavior for th
ozone, eachr then indicating aneffectivedensity of quantum
states of the energetic molecule.

We shall also need expressions for the exchange
constant for a reaction wherea is the incident channel andb
is the exit channel, leading to exchange. The result is der
in Appendix A and is given by
Downloaded 22 Aug 2001 to 160.91.76.229. Redistribution subject to A
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1

hQa
~1,2! (

JK
E

E

Na
†Nb

†

hrv1Na
†1Nb

† e2E/kBTdE. ~1.11!

At low pressures, this equation reduces to

kex
a ~v˜0!5

1

hQa
~1,2! (

JK
E Na

†Yb
†e2E/kBTdE. ~1.12!

A mechanism for the mass-independent effect in ozo
formation is described in Sec. II for the most frequently stu
ied case, systems for which the isotopes17O or 18O are
present in trace amounts. The mass-independent effect in
thermal dissociation of ozone is considered in Sec. III.
Sec. IV the formation of ozone is discussed where the ini
oxygen is substantially enriched in all three isotopes. Sev
possible definitions of the enrichment are also conside
there. Symmetry-related restrictions on intramolecular c
pling as a possible source for a smallerr of reactive states
for the symmetric molecules are described in Sec. V. Res
and data are discussed in Sec. VI, including the role pla
by the partitioning factorYa

† in the unscrambled mixtures
experiments. A mechanism involving low-lying excited ele
tronic states is considered and excluded, on the basis of
gular momentum conservation, as a source ofd in Appendix
B. Symmetry restrictions along the reaction coordinate fr
reacting pair to the transition state as another source are
considered and the reason for presently discarding
source for the current system is given.

Although the present mechanism is described for
ozone formation and ozone thermal dissociation exp
ments, the oxygen atoms in the former being produced by
photodissociation~or electric discharge! of molecular oxy-
gen, related arguments can be used for other systems.
arguments are not intended to preclude other mechanism
certain systems. For example, in photodissociation exp
ments of ozone a long-lived ‘‘activated molecule’’ may n
exist, but rather a more or less direct dissociation step m
occur instead, and symmetry effects on the dissociation p
cess at curve crossings of the electronic states have
implicated.47,48

We have undertaken numerous calculations based
equations derived in the present paper, and they will be s
mitted for publication separately.

II. MECHANISM FOR OZONE FORMATION

The chemical reactions in the ozone formation when t
of the isotopes are present in trace amounts can be sum
rized as follows:

Reaction step Rate constant

O21hn˜2O 2I , ~2.1!
QO1hn˜Q1O I, ~2.2!
O1O2˜O3 k6,66

s , ~2.3!
O1QO˜QOO k6,q6

as , ~2.4!
O1QO˜OQO k6,q6

s , ~2.5!
Q1O2˜QOO kq,66

as , ~2.6!
O1QO
Q1O2 (Kex), ~2.7!

where we have introduced a notation for the rate constan
conform with that used for the more general system
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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heavily enriched isotopes treated in Sec. IV. Theas and s
superscripts denote the formation of asymmetric and s
metric ozones QO2. The Kex denotes the equilibrium con
stant of reaction~2.7!. We have supposed in the first tw
steps that the O2 and QO have the same integrated absorpt
coefficients and quantum yields for formation of atoms. T
I in Eqs. ~2.1! and ~2.2! denotes a ‘‘rate constant’’ for the
formation of oxygen atoms and is proportional to the lig
intensity.

Since the exchange rate constants for forward and
verse steps in Eq.~2.7! are several orders of magnitude larg
than the recombination rate constantsk in Eqs.~2.3!–~2.6! at
the prevailing pressures70–72 ~values of rate constants ar
given later!, a local equilibrium exists for reaction~2.7!

Q•O2/O•QO5Kex. ~2.8!

The formation rates of the various ozone molecules

dO3/dt5k6,66
s O•O2, dOQO/dt5k6,q6

s O•QO, ~2.9!

dQOO/dt5k6,q6
as O•QO1kq,66

as Q•O2

5~k6,q6
as 1kq,66

as Kex!O•QO, ~2.10!

and so the ratio of reaction yields is

QOO1OQO

O3
5

QO

O2

~k6,q6
s 1k6,q6

as 1kq,66
as Kex!

k6,66
s . ~2.11!

The standard definition of the enrichment, conventio
ally denoted byd but normally multiplied by 1000, is the
Q/O ratio in the ozone product divided by the Q/O ratio
the reactants, minus 1.44,46 So defined,d equals zero in the
purely statistical case. In the present case it becomes

d5
@QOO1OQO#/3O3

QO/2O2
21. ~2.12!

Thereby, we have from Eqs.~2.9!–~2.12!

d5
2~k6,q6

s 1k6,q6
as 1kq,66

as Kex!

3k6,66
s 21. ~2.13!

A second quantity of interest is the ratio QOO/OQ
The differenceR from its statistical value of 2 is obtaine
from Eqs.~2.9!–~2.10!

R5
QOO

OQO
225

k6,q6
as 1kq,66

as Kex

k6,q6
s 22

53dS k6,66
s

2k6,q6
s D 1

3~k6,66
s 22k6,q6

s !

2k6,q6
s . ~2.14!

We later compare this relationship ofR andd with the cur-
rently available experimental results.17–19 When k6,66

s

>2k6,q6
s , i.e., when this mass-dependent effect is sufficien

small, the right hand side of Eq.~2.14! equals 3d.
We consider next the rate constants in terms of the

combination rate constant expressions in Sec. I. For the
ambient pressures of interest here, the vibrationally energ
molecules almost entirely redissociate rather than being
activated by collision. Thus, Eq.~1.7! is the one to be used
We obtain
Downloaded 22 Aug 2001 to 160.91.76.229. Redistribution subject to A
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k6,66
s 5v( E zOOOrOOOe2E/kBTdE/QO,OO, ~2.15!

k6,q6
s 5v( E zOQOrOQOe2E/kBTdE/QO,QO, ~2.16!

k6,q6
as 5v( E YO,QO

† rQOOe2E/kBTdE/QO,QO, ~2.17!

kq,66
as Kex5v( E YQ,OO

† rQOOe2E/kBTdE/QO,QO, ~2.18!

where theQ’s denote the partition functions of the cite
pairs, in the center-of-mass system of coordinates in e
case. For the reasons discussed later, therOOO andrOQO but
not rQOO may vary from a value denoted byrOOO

s andrOQO
s

at low pressures to a valuerOOO
as and rOQO

as at higher pres-
sures, withras.rs. TherQOO in Eqs.~2.17! and ~2.18!, on
the other hand, remains relatively unchanged with press
The rOOO andrOQO in Eq. ~2.15! each contain a symmetr
number of two in their respective denominators, as discus
in Sec. I, andQO,OO does also. Thev’s in Eqs.~2.15!–~2.18!
may differ slightly and these differences will, throughout th
paper, be absorbed in the relevantr/Q’s, for notational brev-
ity, but will be included in any future actual calculation.

In Eq. ~2.17! YO,QO
† denotes the factorNa

†/(Na
†1Nb

†) ap-
pearing in Eq.~1.7!, the a and b denoting the O1QO and
Q1O2 entrance channels into QOO* , respectively. The rela-
tion Kex5QQ,O2

/QO,QO was introduced into the left-han
side of Eq.~2.18!.

From Eqs.~2.11! and ~2.15!–~2.18! it follows that:

OQO1OOO

O3

5
(*~zQOOrQOO1zOQOrOQO!e2E/kBTdE/QO,QO

(*zOOOrOOOe2E/kBTdE/QO,OO
. ~2.19!

Upon looking at the origin of Eq.~2.19!, one sees that the
zQOO is zero until the smaller ofNOQO

† and NQOO
† becomes

equal to or exceeds unity, while thezOQO is zero untilNOQO
†

becomes equal to or exceeds unity. From Eqs.~2.12! and
~2.19! we have

d5
2

3

(*~zQOOrQOO1zOQOrOQO!e2E/kBTdE/QO,QO

(*zOOOrOOOe2E/kBTdE/QO,OO
21.

~2.20!

When a presumably small mass-dependent effect is
glected, the ratio(*zOOOrOOOexp(2E/kBT)dE/2QO,OO can
be equated to(*zOQOrOQOexp(2E/kBT)dE/QO,QO, the fac-
tor of 2 compensating for the ratio of symmetry numbers
QO,OO/QO,QO. Further, if the transition state is loose, th
zOQO is zero unless the zero-point energy of QO~plus other
terms! is exceeded, an effect which tends to cancel the ef
of that zero-point energy inQO,QO. A similar remark applies
to zOOO andQO,OO.

We would then have

d5
2(*~zQOOrQOO22zOQOrOQO!e2E/kBTdE/QO,QO

3(*zOOOrOOOe2E/kBTdE/QO,OO
.

~2.21!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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4091J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 9, 1 September 1999 The mass-independent isotope effect for ozone. I.
The zQOOrQOO22zOQOrOQO in the numerator is the extr
density of states, assumed in Sec. V to be due to some
fewer restrictions on intramolecular coupling in asymmet
molecules.

If we introduce the following quantities,kas and ks for
the recombination rate constants for the asymmetric
symmetric species

kas5v( E zQOOrQOOe2E/kBTdE/QO,QO, ~2.22!

ks5v( E zOOOrOOOe2E/kBTdE/QO,OO

.v( E 2zOQOrOQOe2E/kBTdE/QO,QO. ~2.23!

Equation~2.21! becomes

d5
2

3

kas2ks

ks
. ~2.24!

At very low pressuresks is perhaps about 0.9kas , judging
from the value16 of d, while at higher pressures, where th
mass-independent effect disappears, as discussed in Se
ks.kas .

III. THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF OZONE

Mass-independent enrichment of the heavier isoto
has also been found in the thermal dissociation of ozone.33–35

In the usual reaction scheme the O3 dissociates to O1O2,
followed by the reaction O1O3˜2O2. The competing reac
tion for the disappearance of O,O1O21M˜O31M, where
M is a third body, is estimated to be only several percen
the above reaction for O disappearance.70

We use the following reaction scheme for systems wh
the isotopes Q are present in trace amounts:

Reaction step Rate constant

O3˜O1O2 kOOO
s , ~3.1!

QOÕ Q1O2

QOÕ O1QO J kQOO
as ,

~3.2!
~3.3!

OQÕ O1QO kOQO
s , ~3.4!

O1O3˜2O2 k3 , ~3.5!
Q1O3˜QO1O2 k4 , ~3.6!

where we have omitted the reactions of O with QOO a
OQO, which are small relative to the reaction of O with O3.
The exchange reactions, Eqs.~2.7! and ~2.8!, are also in-
cluded: Even though oxygen is a reaction product, the p
cent conversions were 10% or more and the exchange
constants are about 400 fold greater than the recombina
rate constantsk3 or k4 ,70,71 and so the exchange reactio
must be included. ThekQOO

as denotes the sum of the rat
constants of reactions~3.2! and ~3.3!.

Every Q formed in reaction~3.2! ultimately forms a QO,
eithervia an exchange reaction with O2 or via reaction~3.6!.
Thus,

dQO

dt
5kQOO

as QOO1kOQO
s OQO. ~3.7!
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The ratio QOO/~QO2!tot , where (QO2)tot denotes
QOO1OQO, for the initial equilibrated~scrambled! ozone,
equals the ratio of the partition functionsQQOO/(QQOO

1QOQO), and so Eq.~3.7! yields

dQO

dt
5

kQOO
as QQOO1kOQO

s QOQO

~QQOO! tot
~QO2! tot , ~3.8a!

where

~QQOO! tot5QQOO1QOQO. ~3.8b!

Essentially all the O2 is formed, when Q is in trace amount
by reactions~3.1! and ~3.5!, and so

dO2

dt
.3kOOO

s O3. ~3.9!

The ratio of QO/O2 formed is thus

QO

O2
5

~kQOO
as QQOO1kOQO

s QOQO!

kOOO
s ~QQOO! tot

~QO2! tot

3O3
. ~3.10!

The Q/O ratio in the reactants is (QO2)tot/3O3, and sod
equals$(QO/O2)/@(QO2)tot/3#%O321. We thus have

d5
kQOO

as QQOO1kOQO
s QOQO

kOOO
s ~QQOO! tot

21. ~3.11!

We next introduce the expressions of Sec. I for the u
molecular dissociation rate constants. We have

d5
(*~zQOOrQOO1zOQOrOQO!e2E/kBTdE/~QQOO! tot

(*zOOOrOOOe2E/kBTdE/QOOO
21,

~3.12!

where a factor exp(2DU/kBT) in numerator and denominato
has been cancelled. This expression differs from that in
~2.20! by a factor 3K/2, where

K5
QOOO

~QQOO! tot

QO,QO

QO,OO
. ~3.13!

It is readily shown that thisK is the equilibrium constan
for the reaction

~QO2! tot1O2
O31QO, ~3.14!

as follows: The equilibrium constant of Eq.~3.14! equals
QOOO8 QQO8 /(QQO2

8 ) totQOO8 , where the primes indicate that th

respective translational partition functions are now includ
If we multiply this ratio by QO8 /QO8 and then convert the
product of partition functions of each atom–diatom pair
one involving the center-of-mass of the pair and one invo
ing their relative motion, the equilibrium constant of E
~3.14! becomes identical to theK given by Eq.~3.13!. The
value ofK is close to2

3.

IV. OZONE FORMATION FROM HEAVILY ENRICHED
OXYGEN

We consider next the experiments in which there
arbitrarily large or small amounts of each of the 16, 17, a
18 isotopes,15,17,19,23,32and introduce symbolsiO, where i
56,7,8, to denote oxygen atoms of mass 16, 17, and
respectively, andi j O2 to denote oxygen molecules havin
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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isotopesi and j. Typical steps in the reaction sequence
the photolysis of oxygen are

Reaction step Rate constant

i j O21hn˜ iO1 jO, ~4.1!
iO1 jkO2˜

i jkO3 ki , jk
s or ki , jk

as , ~4.2!
iO1 jkO2
kO1 i j O2 (Ki , jk

k,i j ), ~4.3!

wherei jkO3 and ik jO3, but noti j O2 and j i O2, are distinguish-
able, and where a rapid exchange reaction~4.3! establishes a
local equilibrium whose equilibrium constant isKi , jk

k,i j . Thes
or as label in Eq.~4.2! is again used to denote the formatio
of a symmetric or asymmetric ozone molecule.

We first consider the enrichment factor for theijj ozone
molecules. For formingi j j O3 and j i j O3 we have in the
steady-state

d~ i j j O3! tot /dt5v~ i j j O3* ! tot

5ki , j j
as iO•

j j O21~kj ,i j
as 1kj ,i j

s ! jO•

i j O2,

~4.4!

where (i j j O3)tot denotesi j j O31
j i j O3. Because of the fast ex

change reactions~4.3! an equilibrium constantKi ,i j
i , j j , associ-

ated with the inverse of reaction~4.3! for k5 j , can be intro-
duced to relate the instantaneous concentrations

iO•

j j O2/ jO•

i j O25K j ,i j
i , j j , ~4.5!

and used to convert the productiO•

j j O2 in Eq. ~4.4! to
jO•

i j O2. We then obtain from Eq.~4.4!

d~ i j j O3! tot /dt5~kj ,i j
s 1kj ,i j

as 1ki , j j
as K j ,i j

i , j j ! jO•

i j O2. ~4.6!

For the formation ofj j j O3 we have

dj j j O3/dt5v j j j O3* 5kj , j j
s jO•

j j O2. ~4.7!

Equations~4.6! and ~4.7! yield a value for (i j j O3)tot /
j j j O3 in

terms of the ratioi j O2/ j j O2. By analogy with thed in general
use for trace isotopes, given by Eq.~2.12!, we may define
one type of enrichmentid j j as theiO/ jO content in the ozone
product divided by that in oxygen, minus 1, that is

id j j 5
~ i j j O3! tot

3 j j j O3
Y i j O2

2 j j O2
21. ~4.8!

To calculate the denominator in such a quantity, it is nec
sary either to measure the concentrations of the isotopic
different O2’s or to use overall isotopic composition of th
mixture and the equilibrium constants for equilibria amo
the various isotopically different O2’s.

We then have

id j j 5@2~kj ,i j
s 1kj ,i j

as 1ki , j j
as K j ,i j

i , j j !/3kj , j j
s #21. ~4.9!

Upon introducing Eq.~1.7! for the various recombination
rate constants it follows that:

id j j 5
2

3

(*~z j i j r j i j 1z i j j r i j j !e
2E/kBTdE/Qj ,i j

(*z j j j r j j j e
2E/kBTdE/Qj , j j

21.

~4.10!
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We note from this equation for the scrambled mixture that
contrast with Eq.~1.7! for the individual rate constants, th
Y† present in the latter has disappeared.

If we equate approximately the sum–integral ov
z j j j r j j j /2Qj , j j to that overz j i j r j i j /Qj ,i , j , the factor of 2
compensating for a difference in symmetry numbers of
Q’s we would then have

id j j 5
(*~z i j j r i j j 22z j i j r j i j !e

2E/kBTdE/Qj ,i j

3(*z j j j r j j j e
2E/kBTdE/Qj , j j

. ~4.11!

Equation~4.11! reduces, as it should, to Eq.~2.20! when j
56 andi 5q.

If we again introduce asymmetric and symmetric reco
bination rate constantskas and ks , as in Eqs.~2.22! and
~2.23!, we again obtain

id j j 5
2

3

kas2ks

ks
, ~4.12!

whose counterpart in Sec. II is Eq.~2.24!.
A definition which has been used for the enrichment

an ozone molecule of massM relative to 48O3 in heavily
enriched mixtures isE15

E5F S MO3

48O3
D

meas
Y S MO3

48O3
D

calc
G21, ~4.13!

whose denominator is calculated statistically from the iso
pic composition of the oxygen.

The ratio of formation of the ozones is, from Eq.~4.7!
with j 56, and from Eq.~4.6!

~ i j j O3! tot
666O3

5
jO•

i j O2
6O•

66O2

kj ,i j
s 1kj ,i j

as 1ki , j j
as K j ,i j

i , j j

k6,66
s . ~4.14!

If Xi denotes the mole fraction of isotopei present in the
oxygen molecules, one type of statistically calculated c
centration of theijj ozone, summed over both isotopome
and without regard to individual properties such as ze
point energies of real molecules, is given by 3O3XiXj

2,
where O3 is the total ozone concentration. Similarly, the ca
culated concentration of the sum ofijk ozones is
6O3XiXjXk , and that of 666O3 is O3X6

3. The
(( i j j O3)tot /

666O3)calc ratio then equals 3XiXj
2/X6

3.
We now have from Eq.~4.14!

Ei j j 5
~ jO/Xj !~

i j O2/XiXj !

3~6O/X6!~66O2/X6
2!

kj ,i j
s 1kj ,i j

as 1ki , j j
as K j ,i j

i , j j

k6,66
s 21.

~4.15!

We note that the ratio of atomic concentrationsjO/6O
equals (j j O2/6 jO2)K6,j j

j ,6j , and also note that

Qi j
2 /4Qii Qj j .1, iÞ j . ~4.16!

In fact, the actual ratios in Eq.~4.16! for ( i , j )5(16,17),~17,
18!, and ~16, 18!, are extremely close to unity, namely
0.998, 0.998, and 0.996, respectively. One can then s
that73~a!

i j O2.2XiXjO2,
i i O2.Xi

2O2, ~4.17!

where O2 is the total concentration of the oxygen molecule
regardless of isotope. One then obtains
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Ei j j 5
~kj ,i j

s 1kj ,i j
as 1ki , j j

as K j ,i j
i , j j !K6,j j

j ,6j

3k6,66
s 21, j Þ6, ~4.18a!

Ei j j 5
2~kj ,i j

s 1kj ,i j
as 1ki , j j

as kj ,i j
i , j j !

3k6,66
s 21, j 56. ~4.18b!

The latter relation reduces to Eq.~2.13! for d, and so permits
in that way a direct comparison of the two sets of results.73~b!

The completely symmetric isotopomerj j j O has an en-
richment denoted byEj j j

Ej j j 5
j j j O3/666O3

~ j j j O3/666O3!calc
21. ~4.19!

The j j j O3/666O3 ratio obtained from Eq.~4.7! is

j j j O3
666O3

5
kj , j j

s

k6,66
s

jO•

j j O2
6O•

66O2
. ~4.20!

Following the prescription given earlier, the (j j j O3/666O3)calc

equals (Xj /X6)3. Once again, thejO/6O is written as
( j j O2/6 jO2)K6,j j

j ,6j . Using Eq.~4.17! one finds

Ej j j 5
kj , j j

s K6,j j
j ,6j

2k6,66
s 21, ~ j Þ6!, ~4.21!

and is zero whenj 56. Thus, even ifkj , j j
s and k6,66

s were
equal, because of partial cancellation in each of thezr/Q’s
appearing in these rate constants, theK6,j j

j ,6j /2, which is less
than unity for j 57 and 8, would makeEj j j negative.

For calculating the enrichmentEi jk of the completely
asymmetric isotopomers we have for the rate of formatio

di jkO3/dt5v~ i jkO3* ! tot

5ki , jk
as iO•

jkO21kj ,ik
as jO•

ikO21kk,i j
as kO•

i j O2.

~4.22!

If two equilibrium constants are introduced

iO1 jkO2
 jO1 ikO2, Ki , jk
j ,ik ~4.23!

and

iO1 jkO2
kO1 i j O2, Ki , jk
k,i j , ~4.24!

we have

i jkO3
666O3

5
~ki , jk

as 1kj ,ik
as Ki , jk

j ,ik1kk,i j
as Ki , jk

k,i j ! iO•

jkO2

k6,66
s 6O•

66O2
. ~4.25!

To obtain (i jkO3/666O3)calc we use the earlier result for it
6XiXjXk /X6

3, write iO/6O in Eq. ~4.25! as (i i O2/6iO2)K6,i i
i ,6i ,

and use Eq.~4.14! to obtain

Ei jk5
~ki , jk

as 1kj ,ik
as Ki , jk

j ,ik1kk,i j
as Ki , jk

k,i j !

3k6,66
s 21, ~ i 56!. ~4.26!

We next consider for comparison an alternative defi
tion of the calculated ratio, obtained, instead, by ignor
differences in rate constants leading to total product. Fr
Eq. ~4.14! we have

S ~ i j j O3! tot
666O3

D
calc

5
jO•

i j O21
iO•

j j O2
6O•

66O2
. ~4.27!
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The ratiosjO/6O, and iO/6O can be evaluated as before
terms of various ratios of the differenti j O2 molecules, using
known equilibrium constants for Eq.~4.3!. With the defini-
tion in Eq.~4.27! we then have from Eqs.~4.14!, ~4.17!, and
~4.27! an enrichment denoted byĒi j j

Ēi j j 5
kj ,i j

s 1kj ,i j
as 1ki , j j

as K j ,i j
i , j j

k6,66
s ~11K j ,i j

i , j j !
21. ~4.28!

This definition differs from theEi j j in Eq. ~4.18! by having
the factor 1/(11K j ,i j

i , j j ) instead of theK6,j j
j ,6j /3. As a result of

this difference, the expression forĒi j j proves to have a more
symmetrical form thanEi j j , when theK’s are expressed in
terms of partition functions.

We next considerĒj j j . The j j j O3/666O3 ratio is obtained
from Eq. ~4.20! and (j j j O3/666O3)calc is obtained from the
latter by settingkj , j j

s 5k6,66
s . We thus find

Ēj j j 5
kj , j j

s

k6,66
s 21. ~4.29!

This Ēj j j equals zero ifkj , j j
s 5k6,66

s .
We consider nextĒi jk with i,j , and k unequal. For the

ratio (i jkO3/666O3)calc we equate all rate constants in E
~4.25!, and so obtain

Ēi jk5
ki , jk

as 1kj ,ik
as Ki , jk

j ,ik1kk,i j
as Ki , jk

k,i j

k6,66
s ~11Ki , jk

j ,ik1Ki , jk
k,i j !

21. ~4.30!

When theK’s are expressed in terms of partition function
Eq. ~4.30! is seen to be symmetric in all three indices.

We return to theE’s and introduce Eq.~1.7! for the k’s
and also express the equilibrium constants in Eq.~4.18! in
terms of the partition functions in the center-of-mass syst
of coordinates. We find

Ei j j 5
(*~z j i j r j i j 1z i j j r i j j !e

2E/kBTdE/~Qj ,i j Q6,j j /Qj ,6j !

3(*z666r666e
2E/kBTdE/Q6,66

21. ~4.31!

This result can be rewritten approximately in the form~4.12!
by writing S*z j i j r j i j exp(2E/kB T)dE/Qj,ij as 1

2ks ~sincer j i j ,
but not Qi , j i , has a symmetry number of 2!, write
S*z i j j r i j j exp(2E/kB T)dE/Qi,j j as 2kas and S*z666r666

3exp(2E/kB T)dE/(Qj,ijQ6,j j /Q6,6j ) asks . One then obtains

Ei j j 5
2

3

kas2ks

ks
. ~4.32!

Because some of the above equalities are only approxi
tions, deviations ofEi j j must occur from this value.

For Ej j j we obtain, similarly

Ej j j 5
(*z j j j r j j j e

2E/kBTdE/Qj , j j ~Q6,j j /Qj ,6j !

(*z666r666e
2E/kBTdE/Q6,66

21.

~4.33!

As already noted, even if thekj , j j
s equaled thek6,66

s , the
Q6,j j /Qj ,6j would causeEj j j to be negative forj 57 and 8.

The enrichmentEi jk for the completely asymmetric iso
topomers is obtained from Eqs.~4.26! and ~1.7!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Ei jk5
(*~z i jkr i jk1z ik jr ik j1z j ikr j ik !e2E/kBTdE/~Qi , jkQ6,i i /Qi ,6i !

6(*z666r666e
2E/kBTdE/Q6,66

21. ~4.34!
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If each term in the numerator of Eq.~4.34! were written
approximately askas , there being threezr terms, and if the
sum–integral term in the denominator is written asks , we
would have

Ei jk5
kas2ks

ks
, ~4.35!

which may be compared with Eq.~4.32! for Ei j j .
Related expressions can be written for theĒ’s. For ex-

ample, from the equations in this section one finds tha
1Ēi j j equals (11Ei j j )3Q6,j j Qj ,i j /(Qj ,i j 1Qi , j j )Qj ,6j , when
j Þ6, and equals (11Ei j j )3Qj ,i j /2(Qj ,i j 1Qi , j j ) when j

56. Further, 11Ēi jk equals (11Ei jk)3Q6,jk /(Q6,jk1Qj ,6k

1Qk,6j ) for j, kÞ6, and 11Ēj j j equals (11Ej j j )2Q6,j j /
Qj ,6j when j Þ6. When j 56, Ēj j j 5Ej j j 50. We use these
relations next.

As a guide to future theoretical calculations of the ra
constants and of the enrichments, it is useful to see whe
E or Ē is more constant in value, both for the differentijj
molecules and for thejjj ones. For (i , j )5(7,6), ~6,7!, ~8,6!,
~6,8!, ~8,7!, ~7,8! we haveEi j j 50.11, 0.12, 0.13, 0.14, 0.095
0.083, respectively,23 while calculated from these values u
ing the expressions relating 11Ē to 11E and various par-
tition function ratios, one finds Ēi j j 50.13,0.15,
0.16,0.21,0.16,0.16, respectively. Using theEi jk with i,j,k

unequal,23 0.18, theĒi jk calculated from it is 0.23. Among
the Ēi j j ’s the (i , j )5(6,8) is anomalously high but the re
mainder are nearly equal in value.

If one assumed for the moment, that allkj , j j
s ’s were

equal~and they need not be!, and so allĒj j j ’s vanished, then
the calculated values ofEj j j for j 57 and 8 are20.04 and
20.07, while the experimentalEj j j ’s are20.02 and20.05.23

V. INTRAMOLECULAR COUPLING, SYMMETRY, AND
A SOURCE OF ADDITIONAL STATES

In this section we consider possible sources for an e
density of reactive states for QOO as compared with
density for the symmetric molecules OQO and O3. Whereas
O3 is only formed from a symmetric molecule O2 plus O, the
OQO is only formed from an asymmetric molecule QO p
O. Thus, the similarity of behavior of OQO and O3 appears
to be associated with the symmetry of these molecules th
selves rather than with symmetry effects occurring dur
their formation from the reactants. This point suggests t
we should focus for the present on the behavior of the vib
tionally excited ozone as the source of the mass-indepen
isotope effect, rather than on an evolution along react
coordinate, as a working hypothesis. The pragmatic tes
course, will be provided by how successfully the pres
mechanism explains the experimental facts and predict
ers.
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A third possible source of the mass-independent isot
effect involves spin–orbit coupling to low-lying triple
states: At large O2–O separation distances some 27 spi
orbit electronic states reach approximately the sa
asymptotic potential energy. Aside from the fact that t
states may be energetically inaccessible to an ozone m
ecule in its electronic ground state, except perhaps at
large separation distances,74–80 they do not, on examination
provide a symmetry effect over and above the usual sym
try number of two, and so do not account for adÞ0. This
result, which has its origin in angular momentum conser
tion, is established later in Appendix B.

We come, instead, to a different effect of symmet
namely, on possible deviations from RRKM~‘‘statistical’’ !
behavior. Specifically, we consider the effect of symme
on the density of internal resonances and the intramolec
coupling of the zeroth-order quantum states of the ozone.
consider first the dynamical behavior in classical terms.

Classically, a bound state of a molecule can display
namically ‘‘quasi-periodic’’ behavior or chaotic behavior o
some mixture, for example, islands of quasi-periodic beh
ior in phase space in an otherwise chaotic sea. Quasi-peri
motion hasN constants of the motion~N action variables! in
a 2N dimensional rovibrational phase space.57,81 Thus, the
molecule moves on anN-dimensional torus rather tha
throughout the 2N-dimensional space. We shall also use th
label ‘‘torus’’ rather loosely to describe the unbound situ
tion where in some limited region of phase space the toru
connected to a tube, an open exit channel. With some
being connected to exit channels leading to reaction pr
ucts, or some not at all connected, this torus effect leads
state-specific unimolecular rate constantk, rather than tok’s
which depend only on the well-known constants of the m
tion, such as the angular momentumJ and the rovibrational
energyE and other, if any, conserved quantityK. In this
case, the behavior is non-RRKM.

In the other limit, this quasi-periodic motion has give
way to a chaotic behavior, the tori have disappeared, so
the system now occupies the 2N-dimensional phase space
limited only by the conditions of constantE,J and of any
other constants of the motionK. We note that in a rigid
rotor-harmonic oscillator limit theN-dimensional tori exist,
and continue to do so, depending on the energy, even
the addition of small anharmonic and other coupling term
While the tori persist at first with such added perturbatio
they begin to break down as the terms increase and var
overlapping internal resonances then develop. The mo
becomes increasingly chaotic with increasing energy or
creasing coupling. Slater’s theory of unimolecul
reactions82 was based on a quasi-periodic model for the e
ergized molecule in which the modes were also harmo
oscillators. Slater’s calculated unimolecular rate consta
then depended on the amplitudes of these oscillators, ra
than only onE and J. These amplitudes can be simply e
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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pressed in terms of theN constants of the motion, the actio
variables.~In the case of an unbound, i.e., dissociating, m
ecule one of theseN constants is the energy, and its conj
gate variable is time.! ~Use of the latter was made of th
relation in a semiclassical treatment of collisions.83!

For several reasons the tendency to chaotic motion, o
a quantum mechanical equivalent~which has been describe
elsewhere in terms of ‘‘overlapping resonances’’ or ‘‘ove
lapping avoided crossings’’!,57,84 can be expected to b
greater for QOO than for O3 or OQO. We consider this as
pect in terms of internal resonances and couplings am
zeroth-order quantum states: We note first, however,
both in the classical regime and in a quantum equivalen
the classical quasi-periodic motion, some of the states at
total E andJ may not be linked to an exit channel leading
products. The remaining reactive states, thereby, hav
lower density of states than the total density of states. Th
when the chaotic behavior is greater, this density of reac
states more nearly approaches the full density. Ther for O3

and OQO can be somewhat less, on this basis, than th
QOO, even apart from the symmetry factor of 2.

We examine now some intramolecular coupling term
first for C2v molecules, such as O3 and OQO, in the1A1

ground electronic state. In the Hamiltonian, only intram
lecular coupling terms which are ofA symmetry contribute.
Many otherwise contributing terms are therefore now abs
Recalling that the O–O symmetric stretch (q1) and the OOO
bend (q2) in O3 haveA1 symmetry, while the O–O asym
metric stretch (q3) hasB2 symmetry, anharmonic terms suc
asq1q2q3 andq1q2q3

3, are ofB symmetry and are, therefore
absent.85 Every vibrational state (v1 ,v2 ,v3) is allowed, pro-
vided the rotational–nuclear spin state of the1A1 state is
such that the entire rovibrational–nuclear spin state is oA
symmetry when the O has an even number of nucleons o
B symmetry when the O is17O. Because of this requiremen
half of the rotational states are absent in each case. For
zeroth-order vibrational state (v1 ,v2 ,v3) some of the terms
in the Hamiltonian which couple it to other states are, as s
above, absent. However, all such terms are present for thCs

molecule QOO, although their coefficients may be sm
Thus, one expects that QOO has a greater tendency to b
more ‘‘chaotic’’ than OQO or O3, since for any vibrational
state there are more intramolecular coupling terms, but
effect may be small, since the new coupling coefficients
the Cs molecule are small. In fact, only a total of 10%
needed in the total increased density of states to explain
mass-independent results.

Related remarks apply for the Coriolis coupling term
Jipi ( i 5a,b,c), which have vibrational and total angula
momentum componentspi andJi , respectively.85 For a tri-
atomic molecule only the componentpc perpendicular to the
plane of the three atoms is nonzero. For O3 or OQO,Jc has
B2 symmetry, and sopc must also be ofB symmetry~e.g.,
B2^ B25A1!. The pc contains only the asymmetric stretc
q3 and one of theA1 vibrations, or more of them if the
coefficient ofJcpc is expanded in the coordinates. For aCs

molecule QOO, on the other hand, the only point symme
operations are the identity and a reflectionsab with respect
to the molecular plane. All three vibrations haveA8 symme-
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try, as dopc andJc . Thus, none of the above restrictions o
the Hamiltonian perturbation terms apply and so there
more Coriolis coupling terms for theCs molecules than for
the C2v ones, for any given vibrational state (v1 ,v2 ,v3).
Similarly, there are more symmetry-allowed centrifugal d
tortion terms such asqiJaJb andqiqjJaJb for QOO than for
OQO or O3. Spectroscopic studies on selected isotopica
different molecules, whether of ozone or of related m
ecules, can determine how significant these extra coup
terms are.

In summary, in addition to the usual symmetry numb
of a factor of 2, there are added restrictions on the vari
intramolecular coupling terms of the symmetric molecul
so that the number of coupling terms is somewhat less for3

or OQO than for QOO. In the space of rovibrational stat
there are also for any givenE andJ twice as many rovibra-
tional states forCs molecules, and so there is a greater de
sity of internal rovibrational resonances for them. One e
pects, thereby, for both reasons, a greater tendency to m
chaotic behavior and so a higher density of reactive state
the Cs molecules. Again, using various spectroscopic sig
tures one can attempt to determine how significant this
ference of asymmetric and symmetric molecules is.

In Appendix B it was shown that angular momentu
conservation prevented the electronic coupling of two el
tronic states from contributing tod. ~Missing rovibrational
states in the first electronic state, missing because of sym
try, lead to missing ones in the second. That is, the coup
affects ther in the symmetric and the asymmetric molecul
proportionally, and so does not contribute tod.! In the case
of the properties of a single electronic state, on the ot
hand, certain anharmonic vibrational terms are absent for
symmetric molecule, regardless of the angular momentumJ,
and so the conservation ofJ plays no role in this latter effec
of coupling ond.

We have previously noted that increased pressure
duces the mass-independent isotope effect,16,20 eventually to
zero. The reduction when the ambient gas was oxygen
similar to that when it was 80% nitrogen—20% oxygen
the same total pressure, so it is not due to some additio
reaction with O2. ~The range of pressures studied in Ref.
was smaller than than in Ref. 16, however.! One possible
explanation of the reduction ind with increasing pressure
and it is just a possibility, is that the collisions can induce
intramolecular redistribution of quantum states,86 and so in-
duce transitions between ‘‘reactive’’ and ‘‘nonreactive
quantum states. A second possibility, to be discussed e
where, is that some differences in thek’s in Eq. ~2.13! are
due to differences in the low-energy regime and so are m
sensitive to collisions~longer lifetimes!.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have mentioned a variety of experiments:~1! The
similarity in enrichment of17O and18O in the recombination
to form ozone,~2! the similarity of behavior for recombina
tion, regardless of whether trace or heavily enriched isoto
are used,~3! the relation between the ratio of isotopome
QOO/OQO and the enrichmentd, ~4! the fact that enrich-
ment occurs both for recombination to form ozone and
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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thermal dissociation of ozone,~5! the effect of pressure~or
surfaces! on the enrichment, an effect which disappears
pressures far below the unimolecular fall-off transition
gion for ozone, and~6! the apparent dichotomy between o
servations of the mass-independent effect in trace system
scrambled mixtures of heavily enriched isotopes on the
hand and the mass-dependent effect found in system
studies of selected series of unscrambled heavily enric
systems on the other. We consider these results in this
tion.

In Sec. V a possible model was noted involving lo
lying electronic states~low lying at large values of the asym
metric stretching vibrationq3!. We have shown in Appendix
B why it does not add to the enrichment, though it can add
the density of reactive states for these molecules, and s
not consider it further.

The similarity in behavior of the different isotope
which depends in scrambled mixtures only on the symme
of the ozone molecule and not on the nuclear spinsper se, is
seen both in the trace experiments and in the heavily
riched ones. In the present treatment, the small nuclear
perfine terms in the Hamiltonian were neglected, but symm
try effects were included: For every vibrational state o
symmetricalC2v molecule half the rotational states are mis
ing. Which half remains depends only on the symmetry
the nuclear spin–vibrational wave function for this1A1 elec-
tronic ground state. Because rotational states are clo
spaced, this difference for the different isotopes is insign
cant.

In experimental studies of heavily enriched oxygen is
topes in scrambled mixtures there is strong evidence o
symmetry effect: The enhancement of the 678 isotopic oz
is roughly 3

2 that of the average of the manyijj ozones (j
Þ i ), consistent with Eqs.~4.18! and ~4.28!, while the 666,
777, and 888 isotopomers show a small mass-depen
depletion effect.23 Further, according to equations such
Eqs.~2.24! and~4.12! the enrichment effect for systems wit
trace Q and for systems with heavily enriched Q should
similar, a result also consistent with existing experimen
We compared in Sec. IV the values of theE’s andĒ’s for the
heavily enriched mixtures, to see which was more const
We have seen that except for one anomalous result~the value
of 0.21 for Ē688! the otherĒi j j ’s were about equal, 0.13–
0.16. We return later to the contrasting studies on
scrambled mixtures of the heavily enriched systems, the
parent dichotomy that results, and a possible explanation

We discuss next the relation in Eq.~2.14! between the
ratio of the isotopomers, QOO/OQO, for recombination a
the enrichment factor,d and namelyR53d when k6,66

.2k6,q6
s , as in Eq.~2.14!. Experimentally,d has been mea

sured using the (16O,18O) pair to be about 0.09,16,20 so that
the expected value forR is about 0.27. There is some expe
mental uncertainty inR, but depending on how the data a
processed the mean value ofR is 0.19 or 0.27.17–19The ratio
k6,66/2k6,q6

s would need to be measured to adequately
Eq. ~2.14!.

We consider next the thermal dissociation. Initially
might seem surprising that an enrichment of the heavier
topes occurs not only for the forward direction, where ozo
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is formed thermally from oxygen atoms and molecules,
also in the reverse reaction, the thermal dissociation
ozone.33–35 This paradox is resolved, we have seen, whe
is realized that it is not the difference in properties of t
reactants versus products, e.g., in the separated atom
molecule versus the ozone molecule, which is playing
major role ind, but rather the density of states of the vibr
tionally excited ozone. Specifically, the recombination a
dissociation rate constants are given by Eqs.~1.7! and ~1.8!
in the low-pressure region.

The predicted enrichmentd of the oxygen formed from
ozone dissociation, given by Eq.~3.12!, is similar to that
predicted for ozone formation by Eq.~2.20!, when the
3K/2,K given by Eq.~3.13!, is close to unity. Experimen
tally, however, the enrichment of the oxygen formed in t
ozone dissociation is substantially less than that for
ozone formed from the oxygen.33–35 The observed enrich
mentd for the ozone dissociation does increase with incre
ing temperature, a result which was attributed to a decrea
role of the surface, in the ozone decomposition, at the sho
reaction times prevailing at the higher temperatures.35 If the
surface is indeed the main reason for the smallerd values
occurring in the ozone dissociation, this idea could be tes
by studies at lower surface to volume ratios.

We consider next the possible explanation of the enri
ment in terms of low-lying electronic states, and focus
coupling via spin–orbit terms, although other spin and
rovibronic couplings can also occur. There are several lo
lying triplet states, barely thermally accessible,74–80except at
large values of the asymmetric stretching coordinateq3 ,
where some 27 electronic states approach each other in
ergy. These states could increase the density of reac
states. For example, if the triplet states have longer ra
interaction than the ground singlet state, they could cont
ute via spin–orbit coupling to the density of states at la
values of6q3 . However, it is shown in Appendix B tha
they make no additional contributions to the enrichmentd,
because of angular momentum conservation. A similar ar
ment shows that any low-lying excited singlet state wou
not, by nonadiabatic coupling, contribute to the enrichmend
but could in principle add to the density of reactive state

Systematic studies of various unscrambled, rather t
scrambled mixtures, namely, studies of the ratio of recom
nation rates ofiO1 jO jO and iO1 iO iO, wherei and j are
16, 17, or 18, showed a clear mass-dependent trend:21,22 For
reactions involving a light isotopei in the atom and a heavy
isotope j in the molecule, the ratioki , j j

as /kj , j j
s was clearly

greater than unity, while in the opposite case (iO heavy and
j j O2 light! the ratio of rate constants was near or less th
unity. That there should be a qualitative difference in beh
ior in the two cases is evident from Eq.~1.7!, when one
examines the partitioning factorNa

†/(Na
†1Nb

†) and its depen-
dence on differences in zero-point energies of the two tr
sition states. Quantitative calculations, however, will
needed to assess more fully the appropriateness of this
planation and are being made. In contrast, we have see
Sec. IV the reaction rates of the scrambled heavily enric
or trace systems no longer contain the partitioning fac
Again, theoretical calculations are needed to assess quan
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tively this role of the partitioning factor as an explanation
the difference between the scrambled23 and unscrambled21,22

mixtures. They have been made and will be presented e
where.

We consider further the behavior of a system wh
some of the quasi-periodic motion-based tori~or remnants
thereof, when some chaos occurs! are not connected to th
exit channel. In this case, the effective density of react
states is reduced, namely, by the density of nonreac
states. Thereby, the rate of unimolecular dissociation o
molecule of any given energy@N†/hr in the standard nota
tion in Eq.~1.2!# is correspondingly higher.87 It is interesting
to compare this behavior with recently studied fluctuatio
from RRKM behavior, such as in the dissociation of form
dehyde, where the excess energy was produced by op
excitation.88 Here, the quantum state-dependent rate c
stants for the dissociation were distributed about the RR
value, as a function of energy. Had some of the states b
nonreactive, the remaining ones, would instead, have b
consistently above the RRKM value.88,89

Among theories of the source ofd it was initially
supposed29,32,50 that a difference in symmetry numbers,
factor of 2, of QOO and OOO was the source ofd. It was
subsequently shown90 that this difference could not be th
source. Indeed, as we have noted earlier, this differenc
symmetry number is tacitly included in the definition ofd.

Various other sources ofd have been proposed, but th
one that is closest to the present one is that of Bates.91 He
postulated that in a reaction Q1O2˜QOO*, there would
initially be formed a molecule containing much of its exce
energy in the newly formed QO bond, which was denoted
Q;OO*. It would be different from QO;O*, the QOO*
initially formed from QO1O. There would be some equili
bration time between these two forms of QOO* , but before
that equilibration there are two species which should
counted separately, presumably, thus increasing the effe
density of states of QOO* and so increasing, by deactivatio
the QOO formed. There is, however, a major problem, e
aside from the fact that for a nonlinear ozone O;OO* and
OO;O* would also be distinct species and so no long
have a symmetry number of two. The main problem is t
each species Q;OO* and QO;O* would have only half the
density of statesr as QOO* and so in RRKM theory would
decompose twice as fast, thereby negating the advantag
having two distinguishable species. Quantitatively, this ar
ment can be expressed using equations where the iso
exchange reactions are dominant and set up an equilib
between Q1O2 and QO1O. A steady-state treatment the
yields the desired proof.

We turn next to the transition state and, by unimolecu
arguments, to an expectation for its behavior at low pr
sures, the region of particular interest for study of the ma
independent isotope effect. Normally, this information on
transition state is obtained from the limiting bimolecular a
sociation rate at high pressures or from the pre-expone
factor in the unimolecular rate constant at those pressu
However, the high-pressure behavior of ozone formation
dissociation appears to be somewhat complicated, rather
being a simple limiting behavior.51 Thus, the desired infor-
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mation on the transition state should also be sought fr
another source.

Some insight into the nature of the transition state
high pressures, without the complications which occur in
actual system under those conditions, is obtained by mea
ing the exchange rate constant at low pressures: About
of the reactive collisions in Eq.~2.7! lead statistically, when
v.0, to exchange. At high pressures, all of these collisio
would lead, instead, to recombination, because of comp
collisional deactivation of each vibrationally excited ozo
molecule that is formed. Thus, information about the hi
pressure rate constantkrec

as(v˜`) becomes available from
kex, even thoughkex is measured at low pressures, name
the krec

as(v˜`) approximately equals 2kex. A mathematical
proof of this statement is obtained by comparing Eqs.~1.10!
and~1.12! for krec

as(v˜`) andkex
a (v˜0), respectively: We

see that whenYb
†. 1

2, it follows that:

krec
as~v˜`!.2kex

a ~v˜0!, ~6.1!

so establishing the above result. We shall explore the co
quences of this result elsewhere. However, we note here
at 300 K the data onkrec in Ref. 51 clearly have not reache
an upper limit as the pressure is increased, and so Eq.~6.1!
provides a way of estimatingkrec

as(v˜`) in this case. The
kex

a (v˜0) in Eq.~6.1! is free from the complications occur
ring in the very high pressure experiments forkrec

as .
One caveat, however, remote perhaps, on this use o

isotopic exchange rate constantkex to estimate accurately th
high-pressure rate constant for ozone formation should
mentioned: If most of exchange in Q1O2˜QO1O had oc-
curred via a nonrandomized molecule QOO* , in which the
energy is almost entirely in theq3 mode, instead of via a
randomized QOO* , the estimated high-pressure rate co
stant krec

a would have been approximately equal to the e
change rate constant instead of twice that value.

Experimentally, it would be useful to have more info
mation on the unusual recombination rate of the16O system,
O1O2˜O3 and the dissociation rate O3˜O1O2 itself. At
present there are steady-state experiments.51 While they are
very helpful indeed, a direct time-resolved measuremen
the dissociation rate constant as a function of energy wo
provide additional information, free from the uncertainti
due to uncertain or unknown collisional deactivation rat
Experimentally, in systems such as NCNÕNC1NO92 and
CH2CO˜CH21CO,93 time-resolved picosecond studies as
function of internal energy have been made by pho
excitation to an electronically excited state which underw
a radiationless transition to a vibrationally excited grou
electronic state. The transition occurred readily since th
was a curve crossing below the dissociation energy thres
of the ground state. The situation in ozone is less favora
and it may be necessary to attempt double resonance pu
dump experiments to produce the ozone in its ground e
tronic state but with enough vibrational energy to allow d
sociation. At present, the information of the lifetime
vibrationally excited ozone molecules with respect to dis
ciation in steady-state experiments is inferred only indirec
namely from its competition with deactivating collision
There is, however, uncertainty in the efficiency and detai
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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nature of the deactivating collisions. Direct measuremen
lifetimes and their energy dependence would provide ad
insight into the extent to which dissociating vibrationally e
cited ozone behaves statistically or is non-RRKM. It may
stressed that the observed effect is small in absolute te
but profound in its effect on the slope, namely ond or E.

It would also be useful to explore the difference in co
plings, as reflected in spectra, of vibrationally excited asy
metric and symmetric molecules, such as O3, SO2, and NO2,
where the O’s are the same or are different O isotopes. S
information can provide additional insights into the dynam
cal behavior of these molecules.

The explanation discussed in the present article on
mass-independent isotope effect is, we believe, at least
sistent with many experimental results on these ozone
tems. It also suggests other experiments, as well as nume
calculations, which may provide added insight into top
such as RRKM versus non-RRKM effects in small mo
ecules, and which can test further some of the ideas
scribed. It will be interesting to see, in studying other reco
binations, both neutral–neutral and ion–molecule, whet
the smaller the binding energy the larger the effect, ot
things being equal. In particular, it will be interesting to s
if it contributes to the very large isotopic effect reported41 for
the O21O2

1
˜O4

1 recombination reaction. In small system
with relatively low binding energy there may be fewer ove
lapping internal resonances and hence less statistical be
ior. One interesting aspect about the mass-independent
tope effect, if the present explanation is correct, is how
small absolute effect~here 10%! can be magnified dramati
cally, by yielding a factor of 2 in a slope,d.
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APPENDIX A: RATE CONSTANTS FOR TWO
CHANNELS

We consider the rate of probability of formation of th
energetic molecules in the energy interval (E,E1dE) by
recombination of the two reactants. The system moves a
the reaction coordinateq across the transition state hypersu
face and is in some quantum state of the other coordin
~other thanq!. This probability rate is (q̇dp/h)exp(2E/
kBT)/Q(1,2), using standard arguments and notation. We n
that q̇dp5dE. For a givenEJK there areNa

† such quantum
states accessible in the entry channela. The probability that
such molecules, once formed, will be deactivated to form
ozone rather than disappear by re-dissociation isv/@v
1(Na

†1Nb
†)/hr#, (Na

†1Nb
†)/hr being the RRKM total uni-

molecular dissociation rate constant for the given~EJK! into
both exit channelsa andb. The net rate of recombination i
obtained by integrating over all energies and summing o
all J and K. One thus obtains Eq.~1.5! of the text. The
Downloaded 22 Aug 2001 to 160.91.76.229. Redistribution subject to A
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equation for unimolecular dissociation into thea exit chan-
nel, Eq.~1.6!, is obtained by an analogous argument.

We consider next the derivation of Eq.~1.11! for the
isotopic exchange rate constantkex

a . In this case, following
the argument given above, the probability that the energ
molecules, once formed, will dissociate into product chan
b, rather than be deactivated or disappear by redissocia
is (Nb

†/hr)/@v1(Na
†1Nb

†)/hr#. The net isotopic exchang
rate is again obtained by integrating over all energies
summing over allJ and K, thus yielding Eq.~1.11! of the
text.

APPENDIX B: EFFECT OF COUPLING ON r AND
LACK OF EFFECT ON d

We first note that ozone is a near-prolate symmetric t
since its rotational constantsA, B, andC are 3.55, 0.45, and
0.39 cm21.70 For simplicity of notation, though not essenti
for the final conclusion, we treat in this appendix the ozo
as a symmetric top.~The asymmetric top can be treated b
adapting the results in Ref. 94.! By way of summary we
show that while spin–orbit coupling of the ground electron
state to other electronic states can increase the densit
reactive states it does not affect the enrichmentd. The same
argument applies, as we note below, for couplings to ot
electronic states.

We first recall that the spin-orbit matrix element co
pling two electronic states can be written as95,96

^a8b8S8J8N8K8uHsouabSJNK&, where uSJNK& denotes an
eigenvector having a spin quantum numberS, total angular
momentum quantum numberJ, rotational angular momen
tum quantum numberN and componentK of N along the
molecular top~or near-top! axis. Theb in the uab& eigenvec-
tor denotes the electronic orbital quantum number anda the
remaining quantum numbers~vibrational, nuclear spin!. The
spin–orbit termHso in the Hamiltonian will be written for
our purpose ascLeff•Seff , where c is a constant,Seff is a
difference of spin operators of the two electrons, andLeff a
difference, in effect, of their orbital angular momentum o
erators in this singlet-triplet calculation.~Only the difference
terms contribute to the singlet–triplet matrix element.! Upon
noting that the rotational angular momentumN52S1J, the
eigenvectoruSJNK& can be written in terms of body-fixed
components of2S andJ, with quantum numbers denoted b
2Sz andP, respectively. The transformation of eigenvecto
is given by96

uSJNK&5 (
2SzP

uSJ~2Sz!P&^SJ~2Sz!PuSJNK&, ~B1!

where the coefficients of the new eigenvectors are the
evant Clebsch–Gordan coefficients. These new eigenvec
are convenient sinceLeff is best represented as body-fixed
these Hund’s case~b! molecules and soSeff is then similarly
represented.

In the case of the singlet state, which we will denote
the primes,Sz850, S850, soJ85N8 and P85K8. That is,
there is only one term in the sum~B1! for that electronic
state. Thus, theHso matrix element becomes
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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^a8b8S8J8N8K8uHsouabSJNK&

5c (
2SzP

^a8ua&^b8uLeffub&•^00uSeffuS~2Sz!&

3^SJ~2Sz!PuSJNK&^J8P8uJP&. ~B2!

The orbital symmetry of the electronic states determi
which component or components ofLeff contribute and,
sinceLeff•Seff is a scalar, it thereby determines which com
ponents ofSeff contribute. Since not only OQO and OOO a
C2v molecules in terms of the electronic coordinates, but
is QOO, theLeff, Seff pair of matrix elements in Eq.~B2! is
the same for all three molecules.

The symmetry of the nuclear spin/vibrational quantu
stateua8& will determine, together with the number, even
odd, of nucleons in the end O’s in a symmetric molecu
which uN8K8& states are allowed for the1A1 ground singlet
state.85 Since ^J8P8uJP&5dJJ8 dPP8 , and sinceJ85N8 and
P85K8 ~singlet state! it follows that this condition of angu-
lar momentum conservation, represented by this expres
for ^J8P8uJP&, imposes on the triplet state~the primed state!
the same ‘‘allowedness,’’ i.e.,J5N8, P5P85K8. Half the
K8 states were missing in the singlet state~which half de-
pends on the vibrational-electronic-nuclear spin state in
electronic state!, and so half of theP states of the triplet are
also missing.

We see that this spin–orbit coupling, which can add
the density of reactive states, cannot thereby contribute
ferently to the number of states ofiO iO iO, iO jO jO, and
iO jO iO molecules (j Þ i ) and so cannot contribute to th
enrichmentd. The same remarks apply to other coupling
which would replace theHso. The condition ^J8P8uJP&
5dJJ8dPP8 still prevails, with the same consequences on
‘‘allowedness’’ of which states in the excited electronic sta
can be so coupled, and hence, on the enrichment factord.
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